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ABSTRACT

The tumblehome hull adopts some novelty designs such as low-tumblehome freeboard and wave-piercing bow. The new 
form design makes the ship have many special hydrodynamic performances. Especially the green water of tumblehome 
hull is different from that of hulls with flare free board. Green water is a strong nonlinear phenomenon of ship-wave 
interaction, the variation of free surface of liquid is complicated, and there are still some difficulties to solve green water 
problems well with numerical simulation method. In this paper firstly the motion responses of the tumblehome hull 
was calculated based on 3D potential theory, and then the dam-break flow model was used to calculate green water 
height and pressure distribution. According to the result of numerical simulation, some typical working conditions 
are chosen for 3D CFD simulation using RANS method. The results of numerical simulation methods are compared 
with the experimental results measured in towing tank. The influence of different ship form parameters and wave 
parameters to the green water of tumblehome hull is analyzed, and some regularities of green water on tumblehome 
hull in regular waves are summarized.
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INTRODUCTION

The tumblehome hull adopts some novelty designs such 
as low-tumblehome freeboard and wave-piercing bow [1, 2]. 
Compared with flare designed hull forms, the tumblehome 
hull has better stealth performance [3], lower resistance and 
better longitudinal motion performance. However, for the 
low and intilted free board of wave-piercing bow, the wave 
split by wave-piercing bow can flood the deck easily, and some 
devices will be impacted seriously by the rushing water on 
the deck. Therefore, it is important to investigate the pressure 
distribution on deck, green water height and green water 
regularities of tumblehome hull.

Many researchers investigated green water of ships based 
on numerical simulation and model test. Pham [4] carried 

out a simplified numerical simulation of green water on the 
S175 high speed container ship by dam-break flow model, 
then obtained the impact loads on deck and applied to the 
analysis of wave proof effect. ZHANG[5] and Yonguk[6] give 
the dam-break flow wave solutions for green water. Sames[7] 
took a simulation of green water on a moving passenger liner 
by the solver COMET using RANS method. LIANG[8] et 
al. researched the problem of green water on 3D FPSO 
model by founding a numerical tank, the results are similar 
to the experimental phenomena. However, the research of 
green water on tumblehome hull is rarely. FUNENO[9] 
and Liu[10] solve green water problems using SPH method. 
Gó mez-Gesteira[11], Touzé[12] and Kristian[13] analyzed 
green water of ships use viscous flow theory. By analyzing 
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the phenomenon of green water on tumblehome hull, to 
understand   the law of green water, through the rational 
design of ship type parameters to improve the phenomenon 
of green water on tumblehome hull, these can make the study 
has some practical significance.

In this paper, the work mainly pointed to 5 types of 
tumblehome hull models with different stem inclination 
angle and freeboard inclination angle. Firstly, 3D potential 
flow theory is used to calculate the motion response in regular 
waves. Then dam-break flow model is used to calculate the 
height and pressure distribution of green water. By studying 
the effect of wave and ship form parameters on green water 
the green water characteristics of the tumblehome hull is 
analyzed. According to the calculation results, three typical 
working conditions are chosen to carry out 3D numerical 
simulation with RANS method. Finally, comparing the 
results of numerical simulation methods with the results of 
model test in towing tank, some regularities of green water 
on tumblehome hull in waves are summarized, and some 
suggestions for design in tumblehome hull are presented.

NUMERICAL CALCULATION MODELS

In head waves, the principle longitudinal motions of ships 
include heaving and pitching. Based on the linear theory 
of ship motions, ignoring the interference of hull to waves, 
the nominal relative motion of the ship can be expressed as:

( ) ( ) ( )0 ( ) -R qS t z t x t tθ ζ= + +                      (1)

Where: ( )z t  is the heaving of the ship; ( )tθ is the pitching 
angle of the ship; qx  is the distance between the considering 
point and the center of gravity of the ship; ( )tζ  is the 
amplitude of incident wave.

The expression of the relative motion RS  of wave is:

0
R RS SUC S= ×                                     (2)

Where: SUC is the step-up ratio of the relative motion, 0
RS is 

nominal relative motion of the ship.
If the water is over the freeboard as expressed in formula 

(3), the green water occurs:

R fS h=                                           (3)

Where: fh is the freeboard of the bow, RS is the relative 
motion of wave for floating.

Dam-break flow model is a kind of shallow water wave 
model, which does not concern inertia force effect. Ignoring 
the inertia force, Saint-Venant Equations can be simplified 
as follows:

                         (4)

The coefficient C can be expressed as:

1/61C R
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=                                          (5)

Where: n is manning roughness.
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The formulas above are the flood diffusion wave equation, 
which the following solution can be get through the Laplace 
transform:
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Figure 1 shows dam-break flow model used in green water 
calculation.

Fig. 1. Application of dam-break flow model on green water

The maximum time of RS  is taken as the initial time of the 
flow calculation. Considering the influence of the variation of 
the width of the deck on the variation of the height of green 
water, the height of the green water can be linearly corrected:
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Where: ( )fB x′ is the deck width at fx′ , 0B is the initial width 
of green water.

After getting the space-time distributing of height of green 
water, the momentum theorem is used for considering the 
dynamic effect of flood peak. The pressure expression is as 
follows:

( cos ) ( )D
GW D

V hP h g V
t t

ρ θ ρ∂ ∂
= + +

∂ ∂
               (11)

Where: ρ is the density of water; h is the height of green water; 
VD is the vertical velocity of deck; θ is the trim angle of deck.

The first step of CFD simulation of green water is to 
establish the numerical wave tank, which is shown in 
Figure 2. Then the regular wave of different parameters are 
simulated based on unlimited depth wave theory. The size 
of the numerical wave tank is set up the same as the physical 
towing tank, and the parameters are as follows: the length, 
width and height are 108m, 7m and 3.5m, respectively. . The 
scale ratio of the calculated model is 1/40, which is the same 
as the tested model in the towing tank. The numerical wave 
tank has three regions such as the wave-generating region, 
the work region and the wave-absorbing region. Numerical 
simulation of turbulent flow employs the Reynolds Average 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) method. The control equations for 
the flow field include the continuity equation (12) and N-S 
equation (13).
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Where: ρ is the density of water; µ is the coefficient of 
dynamic viscosity; if  is the mass force; iS is the additional 
momentum source term. 

For the numerical calculation, RNG k-e model is used, 
and VOF method is used to solve the multiphase problems. 
The computation domain and boundary conditions are set 
up as Figure 2 shows.

According to the results of the potential flow theory, the 
working condition of H=9m, l/L=0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 are chosen 
as the typical conditions. Using the basic ship configuration 
C (α = 45 °, β = 10 °) to calculate green water load at the speed 
of 0kn and 18kn. CFD numerical simulation is carried out 
on scale model with scale ratio 1:40. The calculation results 
are the results at model scale.

Tab. 1. CFD simulation calculation parameters

Real ship CFD model

H (Wave height) 9m 0.225m

l (Wavelength) 144m, 180m, 216m 3.6m, 4.5m,5 .4m

Vs (Speed) 0kn, 18kn 0m/s, 1.46m/s

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The principal dimensions of the computational model are 
as follows：The length of waterline (L) is 180m, the width of 
waterline (B) is 20.99m, the depth (D) is 15m and the draft 
(T) is 7m.

Figure 3 gives the definition of the stem inclination angle 
(α) and freeboard inclination angle (β). The computational 
model refers to different α and β using orthogonal combination 
method to obtain 5 types of hull design named configuration 
A(α=30°, β=10°), configuration B(α=45°, β=7°), configuration 
C(α=45°, β=10°), configuration D (α=45°, β=13°) and 
configuration E (α=60°, β=10°). The freeboard inclination 
angle caused by the difference is mainly reflected in the ship 
line above the free surface. Configuration B, C and D adopt 

Fig. 2. Computation domain and boundary conditions
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the same calculation model. The calculated speed of the hull 
and the wave parameters are shown in Table 2. 

Fig. 3. Sketch of inclination angle

Tab. 2. Environmental parameters of numerical calculation

Real ships speeds (kn) 0,10, 18,30

Wave direction (°) 180

Frequency of waves (rad/s) 0.65, 0.59, 0.53

Fig. 4. Sketch of panel model and the hydrodynamic grid ( α=60°, β=10°)

The panel model for computational is shown in Figure 
4. The motions of tumblehome hull in regular waves are 
calculated by using 3D wave loads calculation code WALCS. 
The calculation results are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5 
it can be found that the motion response of configuration A 
is minimum and configuration E is maximum at 0kn. The 
motion response of three configurations are consistent at 
10kn. The motion response of configuration C is minimum 
and the motion response of configuration A is maximum 
at 18kn. Moreover, the motion response of configuration A 
is minimum and the motion response of configuration C is 
maximum at 30kn.

According to the motion prediction results of the ship, 
typical calculation conditions are set to calculate the height 
and pressure of green water by using dam-break flow model. 
According to the calculation results of configuration C (α=45°, 
β=10°), the influence of environmental parameters on green 
water is analyzed.

As shown in Figure 6, as H=9m, λ/L=0.8, 1.0, the height 
and pressure of green water first increase then decrease. As 
λ/L=0.8, the maximum value appears near the speed of 10kn. 
As λ/L=1.0, the maximum value appears near the speed of 

20kn. As λ/L=1.2, the height and pressure of green water 
increase with the increase of speed.

In order to study the influence of wave height on green 
water, height and pressure of green water under different 
wave height are analyzed. Wave height has direct influence on 
height and pressure of green water. The wave height increases, 
the height and pressure of green water also increased. The 
calculation results of the height and pressure of green water 
are shown in Figure 7~Figure 11. The numerical simulation 
result of the wave tank is like Figure 12 shown.

(a) Pitch response (v=0kn)

(b) Vs=10kn

(c) Vs=18kn
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(d) Vs=30kn

Fig. 5. The pitching angle response of tumblehome hull (Pitch)
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(a)Height of green water
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(b) Pressure of green water
Fig. 6. The height and pressure of green water of different l/L (H=9m)
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(b) Pressure of green water

Fig. 7. Green water height and pressure of different wave heights (λ/L=1.0)
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(a)Height of green water
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(b) Pressure of green water

Fig. 8. Green water height and pressure of different a (λ/L=0.8, H=9m)
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(b) Pressure of green water

Fig. 9. Green water height and pressure of different velocities (λ/L=1.0, H=9m)
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(a)Height of green water   
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(b) Pressure of green water

Fig. 10. Green water height and pressure of different a (λ/L=1.2, H= 9m)

(a)Height of green water

(b) Pressure of green water

Fig. 11. Green water height and pressure of different b (Vs=30kn, λ/L=1.2, 
H=9m)

Fig. 12. Numerical wave tank and CFD model

In summary, the green water of tumblehome hull mainly 
affected by the wave height, speed and λ/L. The effects of 
wave height on green water is the most significant, height and 
pressure of green water will increase with wave height. The 
influence of speed and λ/L is relatively small. The influence 
of speed on green water is different on different wave length. 
If λ/L=0.8, 1.0, the height and pressure of green water first 
increase then decrease. As λ/L=1.2, the height and pressure of 
green water increase with the increase of speed.  As a whole, as 
λ/L=0.8, the green water cannot occur easily; When λ/L=1.0, 
it is more prone to occur the green water; When λ/L=1.2, and 
the maximum value of green water is 30kn.

Change of stem inclination angle causes different shapes of 
hull under the waterline. Therefore, configuration A, C, E have 
different motion responses in regular wave. With the analysis 
of stem inclination angle effecting on green water like Figure 
7~Figure 11 shown. When λ/L is 0.8, with the increasing 
of stem inclination angle, the height and pressure of green 
water will increase, the height and pressure of green water 
will decrease at low speed. When λ/L is 1.0 or 1.2, with the 
increasing of stem inclination angle, the height and pressure 
of green water will decrease, the decreasing trend is more 
obviously at high speed.

It can be found that, the stem inclination angle has a great 
influence on the green water of tumblehome hull in regular 
waves. The proper increase of stem inclination angle can 
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reduce the occurrence of green water, and the external load 
generated by green water can also be reduced.

The differences of the three models: configuration B (α=45°, 
β=7°), configuration C (α=45°, β=10°) and configuration D 
(α=45°, β=13°) only reflected in the different deck width. 
The three height and the pressure curves of green water are 
almost coincident under different speeds with the change 
of freeboard inclination angle. The difference of height and 
pressure is very small among the three models, and the 
relative change of configuration C and D compared with 
configuration B is less than 1%. One side, the motion response 
of the three ships in regular waves is consistent, the height 
of green water at bow vertex is consistent; on the other side, 
The difference of deck width caused by different freeboard 
inclination angle is very small, did not have a significant 
impact on green water. The difference of green water with 
configuration B, configuration C, configuration D is small. 
The effect of green water on tumblehome hull in regular 
waves is not obvious in freeboard inclination angle. Figure 
10 shows the influence of freeboard inclination angle on the 
green water. When speed is 30kn, λ/L=1.2, H=14m.

In order to measure the pressure distribution of the ship’s 
bow, the number of measuring point is set as shown in Figure 
13.

The green water is closely related to the motion of the hull 
in waves. In regular wave, after the movement of the hull is 
stable, the green water appears periodically, from Figure 14 
and Figure 15 it can be found that the pressure amplitude of 
those measuring points show a periodic change. From Figure 
14 it can be found that at zero speed the pressure amplitude 
of the measuring points on the deck is markedly different. 
The maximum pressure point is closer to the bow and the 
pressure at IP12, which is farthest from the bow, has tended 
to be zero. Generally, the closer to the bow the amplitude is 
greater. As shown in Figure 15, at the speed of 1.46m/s, the 
pressure amplitude of the measuring points on the bow also 
indicate that the closer to the bow the amplitude is larger. 
However, the relative change is smaller. Comparing Figure 
14 with Figure 15, as the wave-length is 4.5m (λ / L = 1.0), the 
phenomenon of green water is more likely to stabilize with 
forward speed and the pressure amplitude also significantly 
greater than zero speed.

Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 give the comparison 
of numerical calculation results of dam-break model and 
experimental results measured in towing tank. According to 
the results of numerical calculation, three typical working 
conditions of configuration C are selected for model test in 
the towing tank of Harbin Engineering University (HEU), the 
working condition 1 (v=10kn, H=12m, λ / L = 1.0), working 
condition 2 (v=18kn, H=9m, λ / L=1.0) and working condition 
3(v=30kn, H=6m, λ / L=1.0). The green water height and 
pressure on the deck of model test results are compared with 
the numerical simulation results of dam-break flow models.

By comparing the results of model test with dam-break 
flow calculation results, the following conclusions are 
summarized:

1. The calculation results of heights and pressures of green 
water are less than those of model test. However, the 
trend of green water height distribution on deck of the 
two methods is similar. The results of the dam-break 
flow calculation at low speed are closer to the model test 
results than high speed.

2. For the ignorance of green water on motions prediction 
methods, the motion prediction results do not match 
the model test results well. Therefore, the errors of green 
water results at some points from dam-break flow model 
are large comparing with model test results.
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Fig. 13. CFD simulation calculation of deck pressure measuring point layout 
diagram

Fig. 14. Wave pressure on the measurement point of deck (Vm=0m/s, λ=4.5m, 
H= 0.225m)

Fig. 15. Wave pressure on the measurement point of deck (Vm=1.46m/s, 
λ=4.5m, H=0.225m)
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Fig. 16. Comparison of numerical and experimental values (Vs =10kn, 
H=12m, λ/L =1.0)

Fig. 17. Comparison of dam-break flow and experimental values (Vs =18kn, 
H=9m, λ/L =1.0)

Fig. 18. Comparison of dam-break flow and experimental values (Vs=30kn, 
H=6m, λ/L=1.0)

CONCLUSIONS

The green water of tumblehome hull is different from 
traditional flare hull form induced by the complex hull 
shape. By analyzing the influence of wave parameters and 
dimensions of hull on green water of tumblehome hull, 
and comparing with the test results, some conclusions are 
summarized as follows:
1. Wave height has a great influence on green water of 

tumblehome hull, with the increase of wave height, the 
green water are more prone to happen and the loads of 
green water on deck is larger. The effect of wavelength 
on the generation of green water and the impact of wave 
loads will be varied with speed. Overall, as λ/L=1.0, the 
green water is most prone to happen; and as λ/L=1.2, at 
the speed of 30kn, the green water height is maximum.

2. The results of potential flow theory calculation and 3D 
CFD simulation indicate that, the height of green water 
is small under lower sea state, and green water happens 
only on a small area near the bow, along the ship breadth 
direction from the longitudinal section to the side of the 
descending. In a high state of the sea, the height of green 
water is large, and the pressure on bow deck is very small 
in the direction of the ship length and breadth.

3. The relative change of the green water height caused by 
the change of freeboard inclination angle is small, and 
the effect of the stem inclination angle on green water 
in the regular wave is obvious. With the increase of the 
stem inclination angle, the height and pressure of green 
water are obviously reduced.

4. The results of CFD simulation show that the process of 
inversion of the ship in the regular wave is closely related 
to the response of the hull, and the relative position of 
waves and hull has a direct impact on green water.

5. The calculation results of heights and pressures of green 
water are less than those of the model test. The results 
of the theoretical calculation at low speed are closer to 
the test results. The errors of green water results at some 
points from dam-break flow model are large compared 
with model test results for the ignorance of influence of 
green water on motion prediction.
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